ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The internet has lead to the emergence of a number of new business models, whose popular names include the storefront, auction, portal, dynamic-pricing, B2B eCommerce, and click-and-mortar models (Deitel, Deitel, and Steinbuhler, 2001) . Another emerging business model is the community-based model (Hagel and Armstrong, 1997; Krieger and Müller, 2003) , which aims to profit from the individuals that interact within various kinds of virtual communities like chat rooms, forums, and multi-user dungeon (MUD) games (Rheingold, 2000) . An interesting variant of the community-based business model is the programmable autonomous business or autonomous business for short (Flor, 2000) .
A programmable autonomous business is a profitable company that one can build entirely in software, i.e., programmable, and that once implemented can run itself with no human involvement, i.e., autonomous. There are a number of sites today that qualify as autonomous businesses including e-Bay (www.ebay.com) and Harmony Central (www.harmony-central.com). While both currently employ workers, they still qualify as programmable autonomous businesses since they could continue to operatebringing in new customers and generating income-even if all their employees were fired. What is common between existing autonomous businesses is some form of virtual community.
While there is research on designing virtual communities (Schatz, 1991; Godwin, 1994; Kollock, 1998; Kim, 2000) , it is unclear how to apply the results to the design of autonomous businesses. For example, Kim (2000) has the most extensive design guidelines; she lists nine "design strategies:" (1) define and articulate your purpose; (2) build flexible extensible gathering places; (3) create meaningful and evolving member profiles; (4) design for a range of roles; (5) develop a strong leadership program; (6) encourage appropriate etiquette; (7) promote cyclic events; (8) integrate the ritual of community life; and (9) facilitate member-run subgroups. Following these guidelines may result in a virtual community, but they fail to answer fundamental questions needed for one to build an autonomous business. First, what kinds of communities form a suitable basis for an autonomous business? Second, once a suitable community is found, how is it transformed into an autonomous business? Third, how does one monetize the virtual community once it is established?
Virtual community research imposes a particular theoretical perspective on the information activities occurring within online communities, which results in the researchers viewing the activities as embodying social rather than business processes. To see how the information activity within a virtual community can embody business processes, one must analyze the activity from a business standpoint. Thus, instead of starting with virtual community research as the basis for understanding how to design a programmable autonomous business, this paper takes an inductive approach-analyzing an instance of a successful yet basic autonomous business as a business rather than a virtual community, and inducing those mechanisms that allow it to operate autonomously. The result is a more focused set of design guidelines, which researchers and organizations can use to develop their own autonomous businesses, and that serve as a model for future research to expand upon. The paper ends with a discussion of several ways one can use a programmable autonomous business as a test bed for consumer-related e-business systems. Prior to the analysis, however, a review of the key functions in a business is carried out.
FUNCTIONAL BLUEPRINT FOR A CONVENTIONAL BUSINESS
Despite the highly-automated nature of a programmable autonomous business, it is, nonetheless, a kind of business. As such it must contain functions common to all businesses. One approach to developing a set of design guidelines for an autonomous business is to first describe in detail how it implements those common business functions. By generalizing from the particulars of this description, a set of guidelines can be proposed. It is important, therefore, to be explicit about the key functions in a business.
To understand what these functions are, recall that the primary goal of a business is to provide value to customers (Hammer, 1996) in the form of goods or services, which can be either physical or informational. While there are many different ways for an entrepreneur to instantiate a business, at an operational / functional level most businesses can be characterized in terms of four main activities: supply, production, consumption, and advertising. Figure 1 depicts a "functional blueprint" (adapted from Flor, 2000) of these four activities. Briefly, a business (B) places orders to suppliers (S) for raw materials. Workers (W) hired by the business transform the raw materials into intermediate forms (worksin-progress) , eventually culminating in a finished good. Customers (C) place orders to the business for these finished goods, which the business provides in exchange for money. Aside from creating products, a business must also "create" customers (Capon, 1994) . The wide distribution of customers typically requires the use of mass media firms (M) involved in television, radio, or the press. The business selects from a number of different vehicles (ad options) for reaching customers and then provides advertisement information (ad info) to the media firm, who then transforms it into the advertisements (ads) that get broadcast to customers.
METHOD AND BACKGROUND
One can induce guidelines for a programmable autonomous by comparing the implementation of the key business functions in an autonomous business with those in a conventional business. We already have a graphical characterization of the key functions in a conventional business (see Figure 1) . A method is needed that creates a similar characterization for an autonomous business.
One such method is representational analysis (Flor and Maglio, 2004) .
Representational analysis is a case-study method. Similar to other case-study methods, one generalizes conclusions from the analysis of a particular instance. What differentiates representational analysis from other such methods is the emphasis on charting the movement of information across the various individuals and technologies (collectively "agents") that participate in an activity. By abstracting the agents and information in the chart (also known as an information activity map) the analyst can induce the general processes and properties underlying the observed information activity. For this particular research, the processes (functions) are already knownsupply, production, consumption, and advertising. The inductive step is the derivation of design guidelines from a comparison of the information activity maps for each of these functions in an autonomous business, with their counterparts in the functional blueprint for a conventional business (Figure 1) .
The benefits and drawbacks of representational analysis are similar to those experienced by software engineering methodologies like structured analysis (DeMarco, 1978) or unified modeling language (UML, e.g., Eriksson and Penker, 2000) , which contain techniques allowing a systems analyst to "reverse engineer" (induce) a software's design based on an analysis of its code implementation (instance). The benefit is that the method results in a design grounded in a working system. Hence, if one follows this design in implementing a new system, it ought to work similarly. However, there are functional and performance drawbacks. If the design is incomplete certain functions in the new implementation may produce improper results. Moreover, as there are many possible ways to implement a given design, if the implementation is inefficient the new system may function properly but perform inadequately relative to the original system. Nevertheless, the study of programmable autonomous businesses is in its infancy and the immediate research goal is to create more such businesses, after which issues of equivalence and performance can be explored. Representational analysis is an appropriate method for this goal.
The System: YesNoMaybe.com (YNM)
The autonomous business analyzed in this paper is based on the website YesNoMaybe.com, or simply YNM. YNM is a web forum developed by Mental Systems, Inc., which has been in operation since March of 2000. It is the largest teen advice forum in the Open Directory 1 (www.dmoz.org)-for both its own category Kids and Teens : Teen Life : Advice : Romance, as well as its parent category-with over 60,000 registered users who have contributed more than 300,000 postings. AlexaAmazon.com's site-ranking service-rates it as the most popular web site for "Teen Advice" (Alexa, 2003) . A poll of over 700 users indicates that 80% are females and 20% are males. Ninety-six percent (96%) of the users are eighteen or under, with 62% below the working age of sixteen.
However, YNM is more than just a teen advice forum; it is also a business that has operated profitably since its inception. For example in its first quarter of operation, when companies had large internet advertising budgets, YNM averaged $9500 per month in advertising revenues. Since then revenues have been more modest. Over the past year (8/1/2002-7/31/2003, see Figure 2 ), YNM averaged $131/month in advertising revenues, with only $15/month in expenses (fixed web hosting fee)-a simply profitability index of 777%. Besides operating profitably for the past three years, YNM continues to grow its customer base, averaging 1090 new user registrations a month over the past year.
There are two reasons why YNM is a good information system for inducing design guidelines for autonomous businesses. First, YNM has been a profitable autonomous business for over three years; in that period it survived the dot-com crash of 2000 (Green, Yang, and Judge, 2000) . Therefore, the design guidelines derived from it are likely to be more robust than those derived from a short-lived autonomous business.
Second, the characteristics of YNM's user environment are representative of all existing autonomous businesses. This environment consist of users that: (a) contribute topic content, e.g., help requests on YNM, items for auction on eBay, or gear reviews on Harmony-Central; (b) contribute opinions on the topics, e.g., advice, bids, counterpoints; and (c) merely view the topic and opinion content without contributing, e.g., lurkers, auction watchers, readers. As the analysis will demonstrate, the users of an autonomous business are important components of the information processes that instantiate the key business functions. Thus, design guidelines derived through a careful representational analysis of YNM ought to apply to all autonomous businesses. 
ANALYSIS
The following sections analyze YNM's implementation of the supply, production, consumption, and advertising functions, and compares them with those found in a conventional business.
Comparison: YNM's Goods and the Consumption Function
YNM's main product is information-advice for teenagers. This information is organized into ten different message boards, with names like "Questions for Girls" and "Questions for Guys." Links to these boards are displayed in an index that appears in the left-most column of every web page (see Figure 3) . The process begins with the customer selecting one of the message boards. Aside from the informational nature of its goods, the main difference between YNM's consumption function and that of a conventional business is that YNM's customers do not pay for acquiring the product-they can freely access the thread content. Instead, YNM generates revenue through the use of advertisers.
Analysis: Income (Monetization) Function
The teens that comprise YNM's customers are unlikely to pay money to read threads for several reasons. As mentioned, 62% of YNM's members are under the working age of 16 and simply cannot afford to pay. Even if they could pay it is unlikely that they would, since they are used to getting such information for free and there are alternative sources on the internet where they can get the same content for free, such as chat rooms and other forums. Thus, YNM's revenue is derived from advertisements.
Advertisers provide YNM with various kinds of advertisements that YNM displays along with each web page. The most common type of advertisement is the banner-an image that is hyperlinked to the advertiser's web site. Each page in YNM contains several banners. For example, the topic listing (see Figure 3 , left) contains two banners, one at the top and another at the bottom of the page. Moreover, each topic / opinion page contains four banners located at the top and bottom, as well as before and after the posting (see Figure 3, right) .
Internet advertisements are a kind of direct response advertisement (Ogilvy, 1983) . The payment YNM receives is determined by the specific response that advertisers associate with their advertisements. These responses include the user clicking on an ad (pay-per-click), the user clicking on an ad and filling out a form (pay-per-lead), or the user simply viewing an ad (pay-per-impression). Figure 5 depicts the information activity map for YNM's income function. Advertisers (A) provide YNM with banner code (banner'), which allows YNM to display banners on its web pages along with the thread content. A customer responding to an ad establishes an information-channel with the advertiser, which the advertiser can use to further promote its products. Thus, by responding to an ad, a YNM customer is making a kind of information payment (info-payment) to the advertiser who, in exchange, pays YNM actual money. YNM's "raw materials" are the topics and opinions that its members post. Table 2 displays an actual example of a topic posting (index 0) and nine opinion postings (index 1-9). This particular thread was chosen because it typifies the kinds of messages posted on YNM and that one finds in other virtual community forums. 0 wilma 9/28 hi...i have a really big problem i break out all the time i have this presciption stuff called proactiv and like it kindof helps but i am still all broken out and nothing helpss...is there any home remodys or like anything that all of you do to get rid of zits really quick or whatever? anything will help thanks! 1 fred 9/29
Roaccutane. Works but depression is an unfortunate side affect. $300 a month also.
2 betty 9/29 just go to ur regular doctor and see if they can prescribe some'n good cuz gettin into a dermatologist is a bitch that way they can prescribe sum'n and u can use if for like 6 months and that way if u decide u don't like how it works or something they'll try something else also ur doctor can make a referral to a dermatologist Hope i helped Lata hun, Callie 3 barney 9/29 talk to ur dermatologist about accutane.. it works realllly good.. im on it now.. its a very toxic drug and could have some bad effects but all ive gotten from it are chapped lips and my face sunburns easily.... but it works better than any topical lotion or crème 4 pebbles 9/29 honestly all those medicine, cremes, etc. never worked for me-the only thing that really helped (i mean almost clear skin) was a washcloth and hot (not burning but it has to feel atleast somewhat hot) water every morning 5 jane 9/30
Make sure you wash your face regularly especially if you wear makeup. If your hair is naturally really oily keep it off your face. People could recommend all different creames and medications but every persons skin is different just try different things and eventually you will find something that will work for you. 6 judy 10/2 cetaphil really workx for me, just wash ur face all the time and ull b fine 7 george 10/7
Go to the Dermatologist and ask for this prescription gel stuff called Differin. I put it on my face every night before I go to bed and it gets rid of zits really fast without ever overdrying your skin. Actually, my prescription just ran out(my new prescription comes in tommorrow) and I noticed that since I can't use it, my face has broken out! Oh yeah, and don't ever use Retin-A, it overdries your skin and makes it peel... 8 elroy 10/18
Put eyedrops on it and it takes away the redness. I'm not joking. It really works.
9 dino 10/20
Yeah the eyedrops thing works and so does Preperation H for removing redness and swelling(but it smells like fish). The typical thread begins with a member posting a description of a problem or situation he or she is experiencing. In this particular example, "wilma" asks for help getting "rid of zits." Other members spread across the globe, respond with help. Eight unique members responded to her call for help. An analysis of their IP addresses 2 revealed that five were posting from the United States, one was from Dublin, Ireland, and two were from different provinces in Canada. Computer scripts in YNM organize the topic and opinion postings as related records inside the database. In forum terminology, the first message posted is the topic, and the user posting that message is a topic poster (CT). The users that respond with help and other opinions are opinion posters (CO). If we denote the computer scripts that organize the topic and opinions into threads as K, we can map YNM's supply process as in Figure 6 . While YNM's supply function may seem ordinary, when compared with the supply function for a conventional business, several major differences become apparent. First, unlike a conventional business that must explicitly order raw materials from suppliers, a programmable autonomous business like YNM does not order its raw materials. Rather the catalyst for the supply activity comes from the users' local environment (E), which presents them with situations that they need help in either responding to or understanding. Second, YNM's customers are its suppliers; the same users that read the threads are the ones that post topics and opinions. Finally, topics and opinions are provided freely, without YNM having to pay for them.
Without an autonomous supply function, the production, consumption, and advertising functions in a programmable autonomous business are rendered useless. For design purposes, it is important, therefore, to understand why YNM's members freely supply topics and opinions. One explanation is that, although from a systems perspective YNM's members are clearly suppliers, from the perspective of the individual members, they are simply helping one another out-a behavior that they are accustomed to doing for free offline, carries over online.
It is well known among cognitive anthropologists that members of a society freely share cultural models. Quinn and Holland (1987) define them as "models of the world that are widely shared … by members of a society and that play an enormous role in their understanding of the world and their behavior in it" (p.4). They go on to write that "individuals are heir to a great deal of knowledge that they do not necessarily draw from first hand experience" (p. 22). According to D'Andrade (1981) this knowledge is learned from others largely from their talk. Thus, the topic and opinion postings are part of a technology-mediated process for the sharing of cultural models. D' Andrade (1987) further defines a cultural model as a cognitive schema (Rumelhart, 1980 ) that is intersubjectively shared by members of a social group.
A schema is a data structure that intelligent agents use to organize their knowledge, understand sensory input, and guide action. Rumelhart, Smolensky, McClelland, and Hinton (1986) have built a precise model of a schema in terms of connectionist networks. An important subclass of schemas is the script (Schank and Abelson, 1977 )-a prototypical sequence of behaviors for a given situation. The classic example of a script is the "restaurant script," which people use to guide their actions in a variety of different restaurants, even ones they have never before visited, e.g., wait to be seated, order food, and leave a 15% tip, to name just a few of the actions guided by the restaurant script. Do the postings made by the topic and opinion suppliers qualify as scripts and, therefore, cultural models? Since the postings contain descriptions of social situations and how to behave in specific social situations, they indeed represent a kind of social script. As Quinn and Holland (1987) noted, scripts and other kinds of cultural models are widely shared by members of a community, where the notion of "sharing" cultural models is in the passive sense of "common" between members of a community. As the data demonstrates, members of a community share cultural models in the active sense as well, in terms of distributing representations of social scripts and schema. Moreover, they do so without monetary or other forms of compensation.
Comparison: Advertising Function
Aside from the listing on DMOZ, YNM does not appear in any of the top search engines for common search terms like "teens" or "teen romance." Moreover, keeping with the goal of autonymity, YNM's owners do not pay companies to advertise the site. As with the supply process, YNM relies on existing customers (CP) to promote the site by both word of mouth or by interacting with social oracles. A social oracle is a computer program that provides social information (social ent.) to a user (CP)-entertaining information that users want to share with other friends and associates. YNM has two social oracles: a compatibility program, and the "love detective" (see Figure 7) .
Generally, social oracles work by taking, as input, information about a user's friends or associates (friend-info) and returning entertaining information (ent.) about theminformation that a user will want to share with others. For example, the compatibility program takes the names of two people and returns three compatibility scores along with an explanation of those scores. The user is given the option of sending the information to a friend by entering his or her e-mail address (friend-contact-info). The social oracle constructs an e-mail advertisement (ad), consisting of just the scores (see Appendix A). To receive the score explanations, the recipient is told to click on a link, which sends them to YNM where he or she, hopefully, becomes a new customers (CN). Social oracles work as advertising mechanisms because they generate information that community members naturally want to share with other community members. In the case of the compatibility game, this is information about the compatibility between two people the game player (customer) knows. Rather than allow the customer to spread this information by word of mouth, the social oracles help deliver the information-but only a part of it. To get the rest of the information, the recipient must visit the autonomous business.
Both social oracles are highly effective. Matching the e-mails sent out with the registration e-mails in the new-user database, shows the compatibility program has a 14.46% sign-up, or conversion rate. The love detective, operating on similar principles, has a conversion rate of 30.22%. Currently there is no way to measure the response rate 3 in YNM, but it is clear that both social oracles far exceed the 1-3% response rate that companies expect from direct marketing campaigns, and the oracles have the added benefit of no cost. Figure 9 combines the information activity maps from the analysis into a single functional blueprint that one can use to guide the design of other programmable autonomous businesses. Note that unlike a conventional business (see Figure 1 ) the customers in a programmable autonomous business are not just consumers of its product. They are also its suppliers and advertisers, and they perform this work for free without any monetary compensation. The contributions of just the virtual community to the autonomous business are represented by the bolded lines in Figure 9 . By inspection, it is clear that a pure virtual community contains instantiations of the supply, production, and consumption functions necessary for a business. And since all existing virtual communities consist of users that contribute and view content, all virtual communities contain the seeds of an autonomous business. To complete the transformation of a virtual community into an autonomous business one needs to add mechanisms for both generating money from the community (a monetization function), as well as bringing in new customers (an advertising function).
RESULT AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following sections provide guidelines for designing the: (a) virtual community; (b) advertising; and (c) monetization functions needed to transform a pure virtual community into a programmable autonomous business.
Virtual Community (Supply Production-Consumption Function) Guidelines
Both the analysis and functional blueprint suggest that community is the basis for successful supply, production, and consumption functions in a programmable autonomous business. However, not just any community will work. The community should have the following properties.
A community that shares cultural models
The first step in designing a programmable autonomous business is to identify a community whose members willingly share information, or more specifically, cultural models. For YNM, this community was a general one, teenagers who freely share personal and social advice. Other examples of communities where members willingly share cultural models are musicians and golfers, both of whom frequently share information about equipment and playing tips with one another. An example of a community that does not freely share cultural models would be a cooking community, where cooks may share some simple recipes but keep the best recipes to themselves.
A community where situations frequently arise requiring the members to share cultural models For the consumption and income functions to operate at the levels needed to sustain profitability there needs to be a constant supply of topics and opinions. Recall that the environment in a programmable autonomous business is the catalyst for supply activities. Thus, the community's environment must frequently spawn situations that compel its members to seek assistance from other community members. YNM's teenagers, musicians, and golfers are all examples of such a community. A counter example would be a community of fans for a seasonal sport like football and basketball, where situations for sharing information are high during the season and low during the off season.
A global distribution of isomorphic communities
The final step is identifying a global distribution of similar communities that have the two aforementioned properties, viz., isomorphic communities. If there is such a distribution, then one can construct an autonomous supply function by creating technology that mediates the communication between the distal community members, which is precisely what YNM does. However, the technology does not have to be a web forum like YNM. Any technology that can mediate the communication between distributed, isomorphic communities ought to work as well, such as chat rooms, instant messengers, and even e-mail list serves.
Advertising Function Guidelines
Like the autonomous supply function, the creation of an advertising mechanism where customers freely advertise to friends and associates, requires building technologies that leverage pre-existing information-sharing behaviors in the community. The social oracles described in the analysis were examples of such technologies. The following guidelines can help one construct similar advertising mechanisms:
1. Identify information that community members want to share with others. For the teenagers that comprise YNM's community, information about the compatibility between two people is the kind of information that is often discussed and shared among friends. 2. Develop technologies that automatically generate this information. In YNM, these technologies were the social oracles. For example, the compatibility game generated a report about the compatibility between two people given just their names. 3. Use technology to assist members in spreading this information. Each social oracle in YNM contained a form where the user could enter the e-mail addresses of one or more friends or associates. 4. Hold back key information, requiring the recipient to visit the autonomous business. Holding back key information is crucial to the advertising function. For example, if YNM's compatibility oracle sent the entire compatibility report to a friend, there would be no incentive to visit. By just sending the scores and not the explanations, the recipient is forced to visit YNM. The specific advertising technology depends on the community and the type of information to be shared, and is not necessarily social oracle. For a community of musicians the technology could be a program that generated improvisational motifs. For a community of traders, it could be a program that generated a portfolio of stocks with a certain risk/return level. Future research is needed to discover the various kinds of advertising mechanisms that are possible as well as to expand on different possibilities for the income and supply functions.
Monetization Function Guidelines
Members of virtual communities are not accustomed to paying for the content found within the virtual community. One of the key challenges for autonomous business designers is to develop monetization mechanisms-ways of converting communityrelated content into money. In designing monetization mechanisms, the analysis of YNM suggests three guidelines:
• Identify information currency in the virtual community. Information currency is any information that can be transformed into money. Examples of information currency include user-contact information and demographics.
• Identify information channel enablers that can be embedded in the virtual community. For example, when a user clicks on a banner advertisement in YNM, he or she is brought to that advertiser's web site; an information channel is established between the advertiser and the user-the banner is the channel enabler and the web is the information channel. There are many other online channels to explore, e.g., instant messaging channels.
• Find organizations willing to pay money for information currency and information channel enablers in the virtual community. YNM used pay-per-lead advertisers to generate money from user contact information; pay-per-click advertisers gave YNM money in exchange for a user clicking on a banner and visiting the advertiser's web site.
The kinds of viable information currency and information channel enablers depends on both the type of online community established and the existence of companies willing to pay money for specific kinds of currency and enablers. Finally, it should be noted that there may be types of communities where users are willing to pay money for content. In these communities one can still use information currency and information channel enablers as additional sources of income.
DISCUSSION
While the study of programmable autonomous businesses is a fruitful research endeavor unto itself, by developing a programmable autonomous business, researchers can explore a number of different consumer-related e-business issues and systems, which would otherwise require working with existing companies to set up studies. We examine some of these research applications that are currently in progress.
Advertisement type and placement effectiveness
Research on the effectiveness of internet advertisements has relied on either reports from internet advertising companies like Nielsen//NetRatings (2000) or researchers providing organizations with banners and text advertisements then studying users' responses to those ads (e.g., Cheyne and Ritter, 2001) . Neither approach provides researchers the flexibility and control that a programmable autonomous business offers. With a programmable autonomous business, researchers can design and immediately test different kinds of advertisements. If an advertisement is not effective, the researcher can design a new one and immediately run another test. Researchers can also experiment with a more diverse set of ad placements than a company would allow, such as placing banners in the middle of paragraphs or pop-up ads.
Alternative forms of direct response advertising
The social oracles described in the analysis are two examples of direct response advertising mechanisms. As mentioned, they have conversion rates of 14.46% and 30.22%, which far exceeds the 2-3% response rates associated with conventional direct marketing techniques. With a programmable autonomous business, researchers can experiment with other kinds of direct-response advertisements both oracle and nonoracle based, using delivery mechanisms other than e-mail like chat rooms or instant messengers. The increase in web service enabled mobile devices like Pocket PCs and Smart Phones provide even more vehicles for these kinds of advertisements. Without an autonomous business, a researcher studying internet-based, direct response advertising would face the difficult task of convincing a company to adopt his or her system.
Information payments
The programmable autonomous business presented in this paper showed that it was possible for to create a profitable business without having customers pay actual money. Although it is common to classify the revenue mechanism as advertisement based, the analysis suggests that it may be more properly classified as an indirect, information payment. Specifically, rather than having customers pay the autonomous business directly, customers make an information payment to advertisers-such as an address or phone number-and the advertisers then pay money to the autonomous business. Micropayments have largely been unsuccessful on the Internet; customers appear unwilling to pay even a little bit of money for content. In contrast, customers are willing to provide information as payment, and an autonomous business provides a test bed for experimenting with different kinds of information payments.
Researchers have lagged behind industry in the development of e-business systems. This is understandable since e-business researchers must either wait for companies to develop the systems and then study them post hoc, or develop their own systems and convince companies to adopt them for testing. A programmable autonomous business gives researchers an actual business that they can use as a test bed for the flexible and controlled study of consumer-related e-business issues and system.
CONCLUSION
YesNoMaybe.com (YNM) is both an online teen-advice community and a successful programmable autonomous business-a business fully automated in software that operates profitably and continually acquires new customers without employees or managers guiding it. This paper provided an analysis of YNM's implementation of those functions common to all businesses: supply, production, consumption, and advertising. The analysis showed that unlike a conventional business, customers in an autonomous business are more than just consumers of its goods. Rather, customers also do important work as suppliers and advertisers, and they do this work for free without any monetary compensation. The analysis also made explicit the relationship between virtual communities and autonomous businesses. Every virtual community contains instantiations of supply, production, and consumption functions. Thus, to transform a virtual community into an autonomous business, one must add monetization and advertising functions to generate income and new customers, respectively.
Based on the analysis, design guidelines were provided for: (a) a virtual community suitable for transformation into an autonomous business; (b) social oracles for implementing an autonomous advertising function; and (c) information payments for implementing a monetization function. These guidelines are more focused than those for merely designing a virtual community, since following them results in implementing the key functions necessary for a business.
While the design guidelines provided in this paper can help one create a programmable autonomous business, like any design there can be considerable variability in its implementation, which can affect the performance and correctness of the new autonomous business relative to YNM. However, research in programmable autonomous businesses is in its infancy and more such businesses ought to be created before addressing issues of performance and equivalence.
In closing, future research is needed to more formally determine the characteristics of virtual communities that are suitable for transformation into programmable autonomous businesses, as well as to explore the space of different advertising and monetization mechanisms for autonomous businesses. The design guidelines presented in this paper are a first step towards helping researchers create the autonomous businesses that will allow these issues to be rigorously explored.
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